
John Bird ( 1  709-1776) 
Mathematical Instrument-Maker in the Strand 

I. The progress of practical astronomy depends in a great 
measure on the accuracy of the equipment with which the 
astronomers work. Consequently, the names, of the makers of 
astronomical instruments should be :rescued "from the oblivion 

' . . intowhich neglect 'is throwing. fherp,.,and the men should be 
honored in .  accordance with,.:the. merit of their: work. . During 
their life-times these menof ten ' f i l l~d important positions and 

, commanded both attention.' and respect. The , scientific world 
% ,  . 

recognized their abilities anti called upon them' for' :advice and 
assistance. Often, they were the collabotators and intimate 

. . ,  , .. associates,' of renowned astrbnomers: ' .. . '  ... 

z. JOHN. ,BIRD was an eminent mathematical instrument-maker. 
known, throu~ho.ut. Europe for the accuracy of his instruments., (I) 
His advent on the scene of English instrument-making was a 
fortuitous one, and his efforts were furthered by the advice and 
instruction of GEORGE GRAHAM. 

3. BIRD was born in Bishop Auckland in the County of Durham, 
and was a friend of WILLIAM EMERSON, the mathematician, of 
Hurworth, Durham County, and of JEREMI~H DIXON of the parish 
of Cockfield, in the same county. BIRD had some connection 
with Woolwich Academy, the Royal Military School, whichenabled 
him to recommend DIXON as the person to he sent to St .  Helena 
to make observations of the transit of Venus. (2)  This same 
DIXON, with CHARLES MASON, later was sent to America to measure 

(I)  Gmtlernen'r Magoaim, (Gent. Mng.), XLVI, 192, 1776. 
(2) FORDYCE, W~LLIAM, The Hislory and Anriguiries of the Cotctrty Paloline 

of Durhon?; ..., I, 558 footnote (Newcastle). For EMERSON see 1, 499-501 and 
also the Dictionary of Nnlioml Biography (D.  N .  B.) .  
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the boundary between Pennsylvania and Maryland, whence the 
common reference to the a Mason and Dixon Line a. (3) Accord- 
ing to LUDLAM (4), BIRD prepared for the profession of a cloth 
weaver. In  aclock-maker's shop he accidentally observed the 
irregular divisions of the minutes and seconds on a clock dial 
plate, and was offended by them. This incident first turned 
his attention to t h e  art in which he later excelled. With great 
neatness and accuracy, he himself divided another plate, and 
for some time amused himself by dividing dial plates for the 
clock-maker, engraving all the figures on h i s  own instruments. 
About 1740 he went to London, and by 1745 was in  business 
for himself. I n  1740 he invented an instrument for finding the 
latitude at sea. (5) 

4. In  the capital he divided instruments for  SISSON, the well 
known 'initrumerit-makei, and the hCatnkSs (grid accuracy of his 
work, attrakted the attentio,n oOf: 'GRAHAM, of whose friendly 
communications he availed'hirnsilf, an'd'd'~'&hos.& kork he latei . . >. ,; . ( '  ... . 
improved. (6) , ,  . , :  

5. LUDLAM says that GRAHAM hAd 66th 'a'skillf'in iractical 
mechanics and a love of astronomy and that 'he 'brought such 
p6rfection into the art of cbnstructiiig snd'&aduating instruments 
t lkt  'a ne, er; in istronoiny dates ,froin his time: ( j )  LUDLAM 
says it waS important for the public;that BIRD. a;rived dn the 
scene towards the end of GRAHAM'S life and was peculiarly endowed 
to supplement the latter's work in dividing and constructing 

(3) This subject will be brought up later in connection with the instruments 
BIRD made for the undertaking. DIXON is not mentioned in the D.N.B., except 
in the article Maron, Charles, nor in the new dictiqnary of American biography. 
Something of his early life can be found in Fonoum, W., op. cit., 11, 78-79 footnote. 
Those who wrote on him as the surveyor seem not to have known of this. The  
story of his birth in a coal mine is scarcely credible. 

(4) LUDLAM, W., An Inl~oduction and Nolrr, otr Mr. Bird's Method of Dividing 
Astrononrirol Imtrumenlr. To which is added, a Vombrrlary of Englidr avd Fmtclz 
Techrricol Term, preface iv, note (London 1786). 

(5) Fono~cz, W., op. n't.. I ,  558 footnote and SYKS, JOHN, Locnl Records ... 
[of Durham etc.] I, r65 (Newcastle ,833). 

(6) LUDUM, W., op. cit., preface iv. 
(7) Ibid., preface iii. For further information a b u t  GEORGE GRAHAM see my 

csray in Popalor Artrmmny, April 1931 and the mare complete version in the 
Vmror Josrtrol of Undergradwte Studies, M a y  rg3r. 
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astronomical instruments. (8) RIGAVD, in his famous BRADLEY 
memoirs, also stresses this point. (9) 

6. I t  does not seem that BIRD was as proficient an astronomer 
as GRAHAM. At least, there are but few observations by BIRD 
on record, and while those few testify to his knowledge of the 
theory of observing, they do not point him out as a skilled observer. 
The first of these which I have found is the transit of Venus 
on June 6,1761 communicated to the Royal Society by NATHANIEL 
BLISS in a letter to the Right Honourable GEORGE Earl of MACCLES- 
FIELD. I n  this letter BIRD is listed as having observed the transit 
of Venus, using a reflector of 18 inches focal length of his own 
making. BLISS also speaks of a 12-foot telescope and micrometer 
made by BIRD and used by HORNSBY for similar observations 
at Shirburn. (10) BLISS again mentioned BIRD in conn '.. ;:.' : ..  
the solar eclipse of A ~ r i l . ~ 1 ~ ~ : ~ 7 ~ 4 ~ w ~ n ; ~ 1 ~ ~ , u ~ e d , a ~ ~ - f o o  
telescope and when BIRD :,agd,,,$xs .me,&ed t 

! .,,, . ~. . .  .. 
. , ',, .; : diameter. (I I) ' , , '  ; .:+: < 

7. Beyond this, refereri@g.toiBl~~.merely ,~~ . , cokern  his 
skill. HORNSBY, t h ~ ' : ~ a v i l ~ a n : : ~ i ~ f e ~ s ~ r  'of.i~st;$r$my 
of the Royal Societyi co&pniFatkd.a'paper tg..that$ 
proper motion of Arcty'ruS: a,@ kp'.tl$ obl:$uity of 

., , 
I n  doing this, he had occ;lsioi! to refer:$ B I R D ' S , S ~ ~ V ~ ~ ~ S  , ,. . 

I n  1743 that obi&rvat+y'+vas mural ..quidrant of .five 
French feet, constructed by S r s s o ~ .  . T h e  body of this quadrant 
was not sufficiently. strong and the linear, divisions were, less, . ~ 

accurate than expected. So in the summer of 1745, after the 
body of the instrument had been strengthened, the Earl of 
MACOLESPIELD employed BIRD to put a set of points on the 
limb. (12) According to RIGAUD, the quadrant bore GRAHAM'S 
division of 96 as well as that of go0. (13) BIRD began by determin- 
ing the 9 6  parts and subdividing each into 8. (14) In  June 

(8) LUDLAM, W.. op. bt., preface iii. 
(9 )  RIOAUD, STEPHEN Pmm, hliscellaneour mrkr nrrd correspondence of t l z ~  

Rev. Jotner Brodley, D.D. F.R.S., lxrvi (Oxford 1832). 
(10) Philorophicol Tronrocfionr (Phil. Tvmu.), LII pact I,  175-176. 
( ~ r )  Ibid., LIV, 142-143. 
(12) Ibid., LXIII, 93 IT. 
(13) RKAUD, S .  P., op. n'f.,  Ixrxiii. 
(14) Ibid., luwiv.  
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1751, he bisected the distances between the points he had added, 
the line of collimation being found to have varied, making the 
zenith distances too small from the end of 1746 to June 1751. (15) 
After BIRD'S divisions had been added the quadrant was placed 
on a table, and SISSON'S quadrant was found to be 10" less than 
900. (16) The beam compass, adjusted to 600, was applied to 
a number of BIRD'S points, none of which were found to vary 
from their true positions by more than one second. Quoting 
Lord MACCLESPIELD, RIGAUD gives the date of July 22, 1751 
for BIRD'S insertion of the intermediate divisions. The quadrant 
was so arranged that it could be moved to the opposite sides of 
the pier on which it was hung. (17) 

8. About this time BIRD was called upon to provide some 
instruments for BRADLEY a h h e  :Royal' Observatory. F r o m  174 
to 1750 BRADLEY li$d co~tihted::hims~f!f~~th~the'~~m~:ilistrume 
HALLEY had used ( G ~ A H A M ~  i&:8-f& , .  , . .  mural,quadrarit).' 
made him a.brass mural quadrant of 8:foot%adius &id a tran 
instrument : of 8-fobt foc'dl lipgth.:,' With these .!'instr~'m 
BRADLEY b'ega" aseriesof bb&eiv'ations:of!:theeesun, &o*; pla 
and fixed star$; which iva$.;cariiecl on:,.byl':others~aft+r his:deat 
I n  1776 .MASKELYNE. $ublishedf.the .-~re$n\t&h 6bkirvkians 
1765 to ,1774 ,an& said 'bf-iBiRij's :instrll&<*ts, th&:still in  
that u the exactness.of the iif&me&s is sb great, a i d  their rec 
ations so nice, that the place oY2any heavenly body may be always 
found by them within ten-seconds~of a degree, both in Longitude ~ 

. , 

and Latitude, and generally much nearer. N (18) 
9. GRAHAM'S instruments had been remarkable, testifying to 

a true mechanical genius and a knowledge of practical astronomy, 
but improvementsin astronon~ical instrument-making had been 
devised in the  iwenty-five years that had passed since GRAHAM'S 
constructidn 'of BRADLEY'S instruments, and the latter's request 
to the King for better ones and for a more convenient building 

(15) Phil. Trmr., LXIII part I, Iro. 
(16) RIGAUD, S. P., op. n'r., lxxxiii. 
(17) Ibid., I x A v  and note. According to the D. N. B., XV, 234, the Shirburn 

Castle observing books are in the Savilian Library st Oxford .  
(18) MASKELYNE, the Reverend NEVIL, B. D., Aslronomirdl Obmmoliom made 

or the Royal Obsmolory  or Greenwich, from llre year MDCCLXV lo the yaor 
MDCCLXXIV, I, preface i (London 1776). 
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to house those used for meridian observations was not an un- 
reasonable one. The grant of His Majesty as a result of this 
application made BIRD'S work possible. This grant provided 
for a transit instrument with an 8-foot telescope; having an 
axis of ql/z feet and for an 8-foot quadrant, of the size made 
by GRAHAM in 1725, and also forother instruments which might 
help to advance astronomical knowledge. (19) At the completion 
of the new building, the Royal Observatory was provided with 
a moveable quadrant of 40-inch radius, made by BIRD. (20) 

10. The work of alteration and new construction began in  
1746 as is shown by the schedule of expenses given below, although 
the year 1750 is usually given as the year of the renovation of 
the observatory and its instruments. (21) RIGAUD gives the year 
1748 for the grant of the A-~ooo'fromthe:~king:'(G~o~~~ 11) and 

, , WELD in his h2stor.y b a f  the; Royhl 5okie'tjr .'agreebwith this; (22) ! , ,  .. ' , 

The schedule includes the mfollowing:;wo~k~by. BIRD I .; . . , . 

, . .. / ,;, k , '  1 '  I ' ,  
, , 

, E s . 4  
a 1746 Feb: r l  B G  a " ,  appara'tus f d t j i n g  %he 'line of ' , . 

collimation: -bv MFI ' B I ~ D  '; ' . .*:  . s : : . ~  . 1216' . . , . . . 
. . . . - May 29 By a n  arch for, the r p i t  ,i,"spm+, 'by .; . , 

' 1747'hly 9 . , , . 
i748 OCt; 12 BY slterritions%the tri&iC:iiisir;&ent. &. b+': , I  . , 

1743-1748 .... 
By a brass mural quadrant (23) by Mr. BIRD 3ca o o 

. .>  By a moveable'quidraiit 'p"i1itto ! '  '. . ~ ZOO' o L o  
By a treneit instrument ditto 73 13 6 
By a zo feet refracting telescope pr ditto:, 7 ro  o 
By a barometer pr ditto z rz 6 

(19) HORNSBY, THOMAS, editor, Arlronomical Obnruolionr, mode at rlre Rgval 
Obrrrvorory or Grcenmick, from the ycor MDCCL. lo the yeor MDCCLXII. by 
the Reu. Jomer Bmdley. I ,  preface ii-iii (Oxford 1798). 

(20) Ibid., preface iii, and MASKRLYNE, N., op. dl . ,  I ,  preface ii. 
(21 )  1750 may be considered as the year the new instruments were first used. 

The instruments were furnished in 1750 according to A O ~ M  ROBERTSON (editor), 
Araonomical Obsemalionr, wmde o f  fhe Royal Obrervalory ol Greenwich, from 
the year MDCCL. to the year MDCCLXII. by the Rev. Jatnrr Bradley, 11, preface 
iii (Oxford 1805). 

(2%) WELD, CHARLES RICHAnD. Hislory of tho Royal Socirly, I ,  491 (London 
1848); RIGAUD, S. P., op. cil., lxxiii-luxiv. 

(23) BIRD, 1.. The Melhod of Conrlnnlin# Murol Qwadronlr, 7 (London 1768). 
This part is quoted later in this article. 
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By a thermometer p' ditto I 1.5 o 
By alterations to the old mural quadrant 

pr ditto 32 l o  o a (24) 

11. BIRD'S brass quadrant was made for the west side of the 
wall, GRAHAM'S being on the east side. (25) It is the one which 
BIRD described in 1768 in his book, The Method of Constructing 
Mrrral Quadrants, and to which we shall consequently return 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  
A N D  

. . 

M E T H O D  o r  D I V l D l N  
i . i : , .  

T E C H N I C A L  T E R M S .  

Fw. r .  The title page of Ludlam's Notes, a 4' of 42 pages. By courtesy of 
the library of Bowdoin College. 

when discussing BIRD'S two books. The two quadrants, BIRD'S 
and GRAHAM'S, continued in use for a considerable time, and 
in 1776 MASK~LYNE wrote of them : 

(24) RIGAUD, S. P., op. cir., l u i v .  
(25) RIGAUD, S. P., 09. n't.. Ixxvii. (One dscription of the quadrant can be 

found in Plzil. Tronr. for 1806, 11, 424 8. It is also discussed in the memoirs 
of the French Academy for 1752 on pages 424 and 425. 
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n This [the division of 961 was first applied by Mr. Graham to the iron quadrant 
which he made for Dr. Hallcy, which was fixed up, on the east side of the picr 
with the telescope looking to the south, in the year ,725; but in the year 1753 
i t  was taken down, and, after a new set of divisions had been applied to it by 
Mr. BIRD, was fixed upon the wert side of the pier with the telescope looking to 
the north; the b r a s  quadrant made by Mr. Bird, which had been placed for the 
three preceding years on the west side of the pier, for settling the latitude and 
refractions by the circumpolar stars, having been previously taken down and 
removed to the opposite or eastern side of the pier : and thus fixed both quadrants 
have continued ever since. m (26) 

12. MASKBLYNE also testified to the great accuracy of the brass 
quadrant, saying that its plane mas so true and so well adjusted 
to the meridian that the stars passed its vertical wire within a 
few seconds of the true meridian transit as observed with the 
transit instrument, the greatest difference not excee 

~. of time. (27) , 
, . ,,* 

13. HORNSBY, in his preface, to BR 
us more data concerning the quadrant,taking the, date of its 
suspension, February 16, 1750, and its fitness, for use in June, 
from BIRD'S statement in  the Method . . ,of Constructing Mural 

. Quadrants. ' He then continues by saying that,two loose,sheets' 
of paper show that several stars $ere ?bservkd.at first with only 
the  900 arch, but that no observations were entered in the journal 
before the 10th of Augk t ,  a i d  that from then to the 2i th of 
November the instruments were used without the tel&cope having 
been balanced. November 24th a countetpo&e was applied, 
rendered necessary by the fact that the weight o f t h e  telescope 
upon the cylinder at the center, a variable quantity, was sufficient 
to affect the position of the instrument and to necessitate a constant 
rectification of the plumb-line after every observation. (28) 
14. BIRD did not limit his work at Greenwich to the manufacture 

of new instruments, but also intelligently repaired the old. He 
admired the general construction of the old quadrant, and con- 
sidered its greatest defect to be the considerable use of iron, 
which could not be forged as well as brass and thus contributed 
greatly to the alteration of the figure of the instrument. (29) He 

(26) MASKBLYNB, N., op. n't., I, preface vii. 
(27) Ibid., I, preface viii. 
(28) Horwsn~, T. (editor), op. n't., I, preface vii. 
(29) RIGAUD, S. P., op. Cjt., Ixxvii. 
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had contrived a small arc by which in 1750 and some of the preced- 
ing years the error of the line of collimation of the old quadrant 
had been measured and determined, by a mean of several trials, 
to be -6". o by which the zenith distances were given too large, 
comparing with the zenith sector -3". 9. from January 1751 to 
August 1752, -2". 9, and from September 1752 to July 1753, 
4'. 3. After the quadrant was directed to the north the  zenith 
distances had to be diminished by Y.4. (30) This was after 
BIRD had furnished it  with a new set of divisions, and it had 
been placed on the western side of the pier, (31) which, as we 
have seen, happened in 1753. 

15. In  1787 (February 22) MASKELYNE read a paper before 
the Royal Society concerning the latitude and longitude of the 
Royal Observatory, which gave him occasion. to speak again of 
the brais quidrant, and in glowing terms. He:said. that f o r . .  , 

over three years BRADLEY observed the pole stat a i d  &her stars 
north of- the zenith. After the positions of the old and the new 

, , ~ ,  

quadrants had been interchanged, BRADLEY started the series of 
star and planet obshvations which ivas continued for solong. ( jz)  
MASKELYNE $aid t h k  to' 'confirm furtlier confidence i n  the ,astro- 
nomical ,refractions, and the.latitude'of the observatory as tleter- 
mined by BRADLEY, a&. examination .d.f the total 'arc bf  BIG'S . . 
quadrant had bein made, from which B R A D L ~  found it tb be 
accurate, differing at. one time only a fraction of a second from 
go0 and at another time being perfect. MA~KBLYNE added that 
GRAHAM'S quadrant had been similarly examined and found to 
be 16" less than a quadrant, but that after BIRD redivided it 
in 1753 it was probably as accurate as the other. BRADLEY used 
the new divisions to redetermine the old, and to this effect MASKE- 
LYNE gave the following quotation from BRADLEY : 

'=August 12, 1753, I measured with the screw of m y  micrometer the difference 
64 of the arcs (of-) as set off by Mr. GRAHAM originally, and by Mr. Blnn when 
96 

he put on a new set of divisions upon the old quadrant, and I have found that 
8 Mr. GRAHAM'S arc was less than Mr. Bmo's by -divisions of my micrometer, 
40 

(30) HORNSBY, T., (editor), op. cit., I, preface vii. 
(31) lbid., I ,  preface xiv. 
( 31 )  Phil. Trmr., LXXVII, 154. 
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which to a radius of 96 inches answers to lo", 6 ;  so that the whole arc of 96 differs 
from a true quadrant 15", 9. which is the same difference that I formerly found 
by means of the level, &e. o '  (33) 

16. I n  the new building a short passage connected the room 
in  which the quadrants were fixed with that intended for the 
transit. (34) This was a skillfully constructed instrument of 
BIRD'S fabrication. POUND'S and HALLRY'S, among the first such 
instruments made, were probably supported by the walls, but 
the one which BIRD made for BRADLEY was supported by strong 
stone pillars. The axis of the instrument was originally intended 
to be four feet long, but was made to be four and a half feet. 
The  telescope was 8 feet long. A counterpoise was applied to 
the ends of the axis to diminish the effect of friction on them 
by taking off part of the instrument's weight.An elliptical screen 
for illuminating the 'wires diininished the 'size of the;aperture 
from 2.7 inches in  .diameter to '  1.5. At fiist' there was a'single 
eyeglass which rendered the fidd of vision indistinct toward the 
edges, but in January 175j a ,doubletiyegls'ss Gas applied i s  a ' 

remedy. The lenses' were fixed, and when, MASKE~YNE entered 
into office hdh?ii BIRD mike' the nearest gl&s' draw' out so that 
the distance'fiom it to the wiies could be acconimodatdd to the ' . 

eye of each 'observer. In August 1 ~ ~ 2 ,  only, did MASKELYNE 
apply a sliding eye piece to the telescope t h u s  both avoiding 
the oblique view of the side wires and removing the occasion 
for the compound eyeglass. (35) The  magnifying power of the 
instrument was 50 times the original. Five wires, a s  nearly as 
possible parallel to each other, were placed in the common focus 
of the eyeglass and the 8-foot focal-length object. glass. The 
middle wire passed through the center of the telescope and was 
crossed by a sixth at right angles. Unfortunately, star observations 
were not made at each of the wires but only at the middle one. 
Such observations would have been useful in giving the time 
of passage over the central wire if not observed provided the 
distances between the wires were accurately known. BIRD had 
aimed to make these distances equal and by observation they 

(33) Ibid., LXXVII, 159.160. 

(34) RICAUD, S. P., 09. dt., lxxviii. 
(35) Idem. See also MASKBLYNE, N., op. cit., I, preface iv. 
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were found to be nearly so. (36) Although the diameter of the 
tube was adapted to a common object glass of aperture less than 
1.6 inches, the weight of the 8-foot transit instrument was so 
great that it was considered necessary to make provision against 
any alteration which the cylindrical ends of the axis might produce 
in  the form of the metalline notches in which they moved. T o  
do this, a lever was placed on each stone pier and applied to 
each end of the axis, and the counterpoise moved to adjust the 
weight on the axis. (37) According to BRADLEY the weight of 
the instrument was 55 pounds. January 4, 1755, by the above 
described arrangement, he placed the weights supporting it so 
that the pressure of each cylinder on the brass notch was three 
pounds. (38) According to MASKELYNE, the collimation error of 
this transit instrument was seldom more than I" and never more 
than 2" except once i n  1 ~ 6 8 . : ( ~ ~ )  . 

17. BRADLEY'S schedule of expenditure included minor apparatus 
as well as the large quadrant and transit; . BIRD made h i m  a 
Fahrenheit thermometer which was sent twParis to be. kept for 
a time in the cave of the R&I Observatory, and returned to 
Greenwich w i t h a  mark qn the scale .about half a degree above 
the 50th divisibi. Fifty .degreesw& considered the mean height 
of the thermometerin tabulating mean:refra~tion.:(~o) BIRD also 
made a moveable quadrant, originally intended to be 4 feet in 
radius, but made 40 inches instead because of the inconvenience 
of the larger size. (41) 

18. When the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petershourg 
refitted its observatory in the middle of the eighteenth century, 
the services of BIRD were enlisted. April 2. 1751 the astronomer 
A. N. GEISCHOW wrote to BRADLEY, asking him to supervise 
the work, although he realized BIRD was a Skilled workman. (42) 
He explained that the observatory wanted to have an 8-foot 
mural quadrant made at London by BIRD, like the one in Green- 

(36) HonNsnY, T., (editor), op. i t . ,  1, prefnce iii. 
(37) Ibid., I, preface iv. 
(38) RIGAUD, S .  P., op. n't., lxxviii, note i .  
(39) MASXBLYNE, N., op. n't., I, preface v .  
(40) Horuusn~, T., (editor), op. n't., I, preface xv. 
(41) RIGAUD, S. P., op. cit., lxxvii. 
(42) Ibid., 466-469, a letter from Gnlsc~oW to B ~ D L W .  
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wich. The telescope was to roll on four little wheels and the 
frame was to have a double counterpoise like the mural belonging 
to the Earl of MACCLESFIELD. The  frame was to be of a strong 
copper alloy. The  divisions on the limb were to be of goo and 96. 
By means of the nonius division and the little micrometer it 
would be. possible to calculate the seconds. The  limb was to 
include about 1000. He proposed a method for dividing the arc, 
and suggested that there be two plumb-lines. BIRD was to have 
the instrument ready to ship on the last boat leaving London 
for St. Petersbourg in 1751., since the observatory wished to 
make some observations corresponding to those of LACAILLE 
at the Cape of Good Hope (concerning the parallax of the moon). 

19. I have found no statement to the effect that BIRD ever 
made such an instrument, but it is highly ,probable that he did. 
I n  the first place, .GR;SCHOW. made observations for which he 
needed such a mural quadrant (43), a,nd in 1750 he refers to his 
instrument as being of English make, saying. : 

uZu diesern ende (nehfnlieh Link oder i &nt& peiioden vom'nhde  zu obser- 
vixen) haben besonders mein groses englisches :instrument und die exactitude. 
mit welcher es verfertigetw~rden, h+getrage.n, d ? ~  ich imstande bin die ascension- 
em rectam exactissirne zu ohserviren, Gelches mit einern quadrantem Murali 
niemals so genau geschehkn kann; weil'man h e h  keiden einoigen'verfirtiget 
bat, wovon der limbus ein ieeurates p l a n k  iit. i (M) . : 

. , . , ,  . . ,  . ,. 

At the end of the letter he speaks of the n grosser quadrant o 

and gives its cost as 600 Reichsthaler. (45) 
7.0. Another instrument by BIRD was the 6-foot mural quadrant 

for TOBIAS MAYER of the University of Gottingen, (46) who was 
making solar and lunar observations. I n  1754 MAYER was made 
director of the Gottingen observatory and King GEORGE I1 presen- 
ted him with the instrument. (47) 

7.1. Among the smaller instruments made by BIRD were several 

(43) See Meflrodur itrvrrligarzdi porallnxin Lwoe et  Plotrefnrvtm eclipribrrr sfellorum 
$m*armn n lunn el platretir itwixa. Amf .  A .  N .  Grirrlrou, in Nrmi Con~tnrrrforii Am- 
detniae Srienfiorum Imperialis Pefropolifonoe, IV, 451-474 (St. Petersbourg 1758). 

(44) Letter by A. N. G n l s c ~ o w  in Molerials for flre History of the Imperinl 
Acndemv at S f .  Peferrboarp for 17W (title in Rusian). 608. -. .- . 

(45) nid . ,  701. 
(46) Phil. Tram.. LXXVII. 176-177, 
(47) Nottvelle ~ioiraphie ~ ~ k + n l e ,  XXXIV, 538. For Tomirs  MAY^ (1723- 

1762) see the Allgmzeine Deufrclzr Biograplie. 
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HADLEY'S quadrants, (48) and HADLEY'S sextants. (49) MASKELYNE 
speaks of a 6-foot sector by BIRD, which was used in settling 
the boundary between Maryland and Pennsylvania. (so) As we 
have scen above, this boundary was measured by MASON and 
DIXON, (51) who later measured the length of a degree, using 
the same instrument. (52) The sector was particularly accurate, 
having an altered suspension of the plumb-line which passed over 
and bisected a point at the center of the instrument. (53) Accord- 
ing to MASKELYNE, BIRD made a similar alteration in the GRAHAM 
zenith-sector, substituting a fine piece of gold for the notch. (54) 
MASON and DIXON also used an instrument by BIRD which was 
serviceable as either an equal-altitude or a transit instrument, (55) 
and they had a 5-foot brass standard which on its return to London 
was compared with BIRD'S scale, and reduced to. the French 
measure. (56) MASKELYNE ..describes .the. method used b y  BIRD 

. ,  . in finding the length of his scale. in toises;(57) . . . : 

zz. BIRD'S scale was, no doubt, the one made for the committees 
of the House of Commons inr758,  and 1759. These,committees 
were desirous of ascertaining, thk drigind standirds of weights 

. ,~ -~~ , : 
. . ,'/)., . , . ,. , 

. . 
(48) Tobsloe motunm solis e(Lwrne novor~tcoireetoe; ouctorr Tobin Mayer : 

. . quibur arcedit Methodus Lorrgitudinum Proyi!oto m d ~ m  auct.ore. [edited by MASKU:. 
LYNE], c ~ v i i  ~ E X I I O C I  of a Letter from Mr. BENJAMIN ROBINS, Engineer la tlte 
Earl-Indin Cot,~pnrry, to Mr.  J O ~ N  Blm, Mnthemoticol-Imt~un~ent-mnker, dntrd 
Fort St. David's, Sept. 24, 1750. B (Londin 1770); also see, Gent. Mog.. XXVIII,~ 
254 (June 1758). 

(49) Ibid., exiii, cxiv and exvl. 
(50 )  MASKELYNE, N. .  op. Cit., I, preface x .  
(51) Phil. Tronr., LVIII, 270; also D. N. B., XXXVI, 417 (article Mason, 

Chnrlerl. For an account of the measurements see Histmica1 Magazine, V, 199-202 
(New York, July 1861). 

(52) Phil. Tram., LVIII, %70 ff. olntroductiott to the followirrg Obseruotiotrr. 
made by Merricnrr CHARLB MASON end JEREMIAH DIXON, for drterniinitrg the 
Lettgth of a Degree of Latitude, in the Provinrer of Maryland nrtd Pennsylvania, 
it, North America; by the Reuerend N ~ V I L  MASKELYNE, B.  D .  F. R. S .  Astro~ro~ner 
Royal. B Read Nov. 24, 1768. 

(53) Idem. 
(s4) M~KELYNB, N.,  op. Lit.. I, preface x. 
(55) Phil. Tmrrt., LVIII. 274 ff. n Observntiotrr for d&rnrim%g the Length of 

a Depee of Latitude in the Provinces of Maryland a d  Pennsylvania, in North 
America, by Messieurs C H A R L ~  MASON nnd JEREMIAH DIXON. n A description 
of the tranrit instrument is given on page 274. 

(56) Phil. Tram., LVIII, 324-328. 
(57) Ibid., LVIII, 326.327. 
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and measures, and were greatly aided by BIRD. For the 1758 
committee, in order to determine the capacity measures, he made 
an apparatus, under the direction of HARRIS, His Majesty's Assay 
Master of the Mint, by which the standard measures were placed 
on a plane leveled by four adjusting screws. Four brass cubes 
containing 300 cubic inches, sixty, twelve, and two, respectively, 
were also placed on brass planes and filled with water and made 
level by brass screws. (58) BIRD also furnished the committee 
with two brass rods made pursuant to the suggestions of HARRIS, 
who believed that a lineal measure ought to be the standard 
of all measures of capacity. The committee report gives HARRIS' 
ideas as follows : 

= ... and as t h e  Law seemed already t o  have made the Yard the Standard, he 
thought that to prevent Variations, it should b e a  clean strait Brass Rod, of about 
Thirty-eight, or Thirty-nine Inches long; and'aboui i n  Inch broad and thick; 
near each End of this Rod, a fine Point shduld he,msde, and a fine Line drawn 
through it  at right Angles to the Sides of the Rod;;the Distance between the said 
two Points to be the true Standard Length of Yqd, and as the Edges of Points 
made in Brass were liable to decay; he vi&ld recommend two Gold.SNds or 
Pins to he fued in 'the B r a s  Rods, on which the Points w& to bemade, which 
ssecrtain the Length of the Yard. This Rodshould be fitted in a proper Box 
and placed in safe Custody, to be used occasionally; hut that for the ordinary 
sizing of Yards, there should he another Rbdrhade in thesame Manner with the 
former, only it  should have two upright fixed'cheeks; by' there Cheeks, anything 
placed between them might be more readily and exactly m.asured than by the 
Standards now at the Exchequer; ... n (59) 

Having a fixed standard yard the legislature could declare what 
proportion of it should be an inch, foot etc. T o  compare BIRD'S 
two rods, the rod at the Exchequer, and GRAHAM'S rod made 
for the Royal Society in 1742, the committee used beam compasses 
supplied by BIRD. (60) 

23. BAILY in a report to the Royal Astronomical Society in 
1835 speaks not only of the two rods by BIRD determining the 
standard yard of 1758 but also of a copy made in 1760 by the 

(58) Reports from Committees of tho Hotore of Comnrons, which hawe been printed 
by Order of the Horrre, and are not inserted in the Journals. Reprinted by Order 
of the House, 11,433. The  report of the committee of 1759 is in the same volume. 

(59) ]bid., 11. 434. 
(60) Idem. 
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same artist, (61) both of which were destroyed in the fire in 
the Houses of Parliament in October 1834. (62) 

24. The  best sources of information concerning the mechanical 
part of BIRD'S work are his own two books, The Method of Dividing 
Astro~~omicalInstruniats (1767) and The Method of Constructing 

M E T H O D  

MuralQuadrants (1768). These attracted attention both in England 
and on the Continent, but some of the comment was derogatory. 
PIAZZI, the Italian astronomer, in a letter to LALANDE prefixed 
to LALANDE'S French translation of RAMSDEN'S (63) Description 
of an ag ine  for dividing mathematical instrutnents (64) wrote : 

Dividing ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS. 

. . 
... : i ..,.., 
, . .  . . ; '  . , 

'p;b~;rnd ayo;'.r".r a:. 
, . ,  . ,. , . 

C ~ ~ ~ M I S S I O N E R S  .r L O N G I T U D E .  . , 
. ~ 9 . '  

+' i ., 
. , . , . ,  ~. 

L O N D O N .  

b l d  b Y J o i # r  N o u ~ l = .  in 8hr.Strrnd; md M c l T M o v x r  
md F'AO z, T ~ w ~ # . l l ~ l l .  

MDCCLXYII. 

FIG. z. The title page of B p ' s  tract on the division of astronomical instruments, 
a z0 of VI plus 14 pages. By courtesy of the New York Public Library. 

(61) Memoirs of the RoyoI Artronomieol Society, I X ,  43-49, Report on flu Stondani 
Scale of this Societv (London 1816). - .  - .  
(62) Ibid., 79-82 
(63) 1E.s~ RAMSDEN. 18th centurv Enelish mechanician. See D .  N. B.. XLVII. . . . .. 

265-267. 
(64) Published by order of the Commissioners of Longitude (London 1777). 

4'. 14 pp. The French translation is Dercriptim d'utre nmcl& pow divirer 
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LE MONNIER preferred to refer to BIRD'S book, describing his 
quadrant for the Greenwich Observatory, since GRAHAM'S quadrant 
had not been forged from a single kind of metal. (69) 

25. LUDLAM'S Notes were written to make BIRD'S pamphlet 
more clear, and contained the following none too gracious i r  attest- 
ation n by BIRD : 

u When I wrote my Tract on thc constructing and dividing of Astronomical 
Instruments, I thought I expresed myself so as to be understood by any common 
workman, a little used to this Business. What difficulties the Learned may find 
in it, I know not; if my friend can satisfy their scruples, so much the better. All 
I can say is that he has no where mistaken my meaning; and if he can (by what 
he has written) make those understand my method of dividing, who otherwise 
would not, he will not lose his labour. 

JOHN BIRD. 
ru% 1773. (70) 

. , .. . . 
26. LUDLAM wrote that BIRD did n o t  think it  necessary to 

explain his rprinciples i to n common artificers n, hut ' tha t  not 
every  professor u would be acquainted with'them. (?I) 

27. In  1767 the Commissioners of Longitude had offered BIRD 
a reward' provided h e  would publish an ac'count of his methbd 
of dividing astroriomical instruments, and would demonstrate the 
process to persons chosen by the board, LUDLAM being among 
this number. In  1 7 6 7 , B m ~  accordingly divided a 40-inch :' 

quadrant for the College of the Adiniralty atpetersbuLgh .befoie 
these people. LUDLAM also watched the dividing of an 18-inch 
quadrant in 1771 and took notes of what he thought was lacking 
in BIRD'S tract. (72) Although LUDLAM referred to RAMSDEN'S 
machine for dividing instruments he believed it still valuable to 
know the methods used for the Greenwich and Oxford (72a) in- 
struments. He acknowledged his indebtedness to ALEX. AUBRRT, 
Esq; F.R.S. & S.A. at whose expense his notes were published. (73) 

28. Although LUDLAM did not think BIRD'S tract sufficiently 
full in some details, he nevertheless appreciated all the refinements 
which BIRD had introduced into the process, and consequeutly 

(69) IZd., 8. 
(70) LUDLAM, W., op. St.. Y.  

(71) Ibid., preface iii. 
(72) Ibid., preface iv. 
(72a) BIRD furnished the Radcliffe Observatory at Oxlord. 
(73) Ibid., preface iv-v. 
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emphasized those difficulties which BIRD had satisfactorily met. 
For example, he wrote, 

.The equality of the visible divisions will, therefore, depend partly upon 
the equality of the distances of the original points, and partly on the method 
of transferring the divisions from those. D (74) 

And then he told how BIRD took care of this, writing, 

" T h e  equality of the original paints will undoubtedly he affected by such 
partial expansions of the metal of which the instrument is made, as may take place 
while those points are setting out. Mr. Bird's method of guarding against this 
is, by setting out, first of all, i few capital paints, distributed almost equally through 
the whale limb, leaving the intervals to be filled up afterwards; and thus shortening 
the time of the capital operations. Secondly, by taking care that both the scale 
of equal parts, and the quadrant to be divided from it, should he of the same tem- 
perature throughout, of course of the same degree of expansion; all of which is 
so clearly described by Mr. Bird, that it wants no comment. B (75) 

29. BIRD worked with a beam compass. (76) He lay down 
his original points, following GRAHAM'S principle of the practic- 
ability of bisecting an arch or right line but not trisecting, quin- . . .  

quesecting, etc. (77). Nor did BIRD approve of :i stepping n or 
turning over the compasses, although he himself used that method 
in constructing his scale of equal parts. , I t  was probably perfectly 
safe to step the compasses a few times, But :not'too many. (78) 
The arch of 96 which was introduced by GRAHAM and used by 
BIRD was based on the principle of bisection. (79) 

30. By GRAHAM'S method, the arch bounding the visible divisions ' 
was at some distance from the primitive circle, which was also 
the tangential circle. By BIRD'S method, the bounding circle 
and primitive circle were very near and the tangential circle at 
some distance, because the radius with which the visible divisions 
were cut was long. (80) 

31.  In  B l ~ ~ ~ s m e t h o d  an alteration of the points of the compass 
was not serious. By GRAHAM'S method, if the heat of the hand 

(74) Ibid., introduction I 

(75) Idem. 
(76) I d m .  
(77) Ibid., introduction 2. 

(78) Ibid., introduction 3-4 and note. 
(79) Ibid., introduction 4. 
(80) Ibid., introduction 7. 
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should expand the beam compass in cutting divisions, the error 
of the expansion would be entirely repeated in the visible divisions, 
and similarly, if for any reason the distance of the points was 
changed; the expansion of the instrument would also occasion 
error. (81) 

32. An expansion of the beam compass while cutting either 
nonius would make that nonius unequal, and so BIRD recommended 
holding the compass in the hand for a little while before cutting 
in order than it be of uniform temperature. (82) 

33. LUDLAM gives the following excellent description of BIRD'S 
scale of equal parts with its nonius : 

* I t  contains, first of all, a scale of inch-, each inch divided into tenths, and 
numbered at every inch from the left to the right, thus. 0. I .  z .  3. &e. in the order 
of the natural numbers. T h e  donius scale is below this, but contiguous to it ;  
so that one common line terminat- thebottoms of the divisions on the scale 

. . of inches, and the tops of the divisions on the n o n i u ~ ;  this nonius scale contains, 
in length, lox tenths of an inch; this length is divided, into roo equal parts, or 
visible divisions; the left hand end of this scale is set off, from a point r+is of an 
inch to the left of o on the scale of inches; therefore, the righrhand end of the scale 
reaches to and eoineiaes with the toth inch on the'scale of inches. Every tenth 
division on this nonius scale is figured from the right to the left, thus, roo. go. . . .  

80. 70. 60. 50. qo. jd. 20. 10. o. and thus o .on the noniuo eoincidw with lo on . . . .. . . 
the inches; and loo on the nonius fallsagainst the firSt fubdiviiion (of tenths) _ . ,. : to the left hand of o on the inches; and these two, viz. the'hrit and last, are the , .  , 

,> :. only two strokes rhat do coincide in thetwo scales. n (83) , 
'. .. , 

LUDLAM continues by saying that when the nature of the scale 
is known, it will not be difficult to understand the directions for 
dividing it, and that the scale is preferable to any diagonal scale 
because the latter has no check upon the errors. He adds, 

rn ... here the uniform manner in which the strokes of one scale separate from 
those of the other, is same evidence of the truth of both; but Mr. Bird's method 
of assuming a much longer line than what is absolutely nec-sry for the scale, 
whdividing the whole by a continual bisection and pointing the divisions as 
before explained, end guarding against partial expansions of the metal, is sure to 
render the divisions perfectly equal. T h e  want of such a scale of equal parts 
(owing, perhaps, to their ignorance of constructing it) is one reason why Mr. Bird's 
method of dividing is not in so great estimation, among mathematical instrument 
makers, as it justly deserves. D (84) 

(8,) Ibid., introduction 8. 
(82) Ibid., notes 17. 
(83) Ibid.. notes 21-22. 
(84) Ibid., notes z 3 - q .  
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34. According to LUDLAM, BIRD'S first intention was to write 
on the construction of a quadrant before explaining how to divide 
it, but he was ordered to do otherwise (85). Thus his first tract, 
the one discussed by LUDLAM, is on the division of astronomical 
instruments. I t . i s  a folio of v1+14 pages with a preface by 
MASKELYNE and one by BIRD. I t  was published by order of the 
Commissioners of Longitude and printed in London in 1767. 
MASKBLYNE in his preface gives the conditions laid down for BIRD 
by the Commissioners of Longitude, which were as follows : 
he was to receive E s o o  upon taking an apprentice for seven 
years and teaching him his art and method of making astronomical 
instruments and also instructing persons directed by the Com- 
missioners from time to time; and also delivering in writing, 
on oath, to the Commissioners, a complete description of his 

. ~. , 
method of constructing and dividing astron6+ical instruments, 

: , particularly like those he made for the ~ r e e n w i c h  Observatory, 
accompanied by minute exact plates of those instruments for 

,. . ~ which he was to he allowedthe further sum of 60. According 
to MASKELYNE, on March 21, 176j BIRD delivered' a plate and 

. . 
the tract on dividing the mural arc at Greenwich and on the 

.. : , improvements he had made meanwhile, Whereupon t h e  Com- 
missioners 'published that account,' i<tendi,ng,,that the on 
constructing astronomical instruments' should"follow it. (86) 

35. I n  his own preface BIRD said that his methodwas collected 
from 34 years of experience and from theteaching of S l s s o ~ .  (87) 
He stressed the importance of accurate instruments in the following 
words : 

%How far the Lunar Theory hath hccn improved by the observations of the 
late Dr. Brsdley, and Mr. Mayer, I leave to the decision of those who have tried 
it by observations, in order to h d  the Longitude st sea. &c. I fannot help, 
however, being fully of opinion, that a still more perfect knowledge of the motion 
of the heavenly badies may be obtained by future observations, skilfully made, 
with accurate Instruments. D (88) 

36. BIRD'S version of the origination of the book was this : 

(85) Ibid., introduction g.  
(86) BIRD, J., The M e t l d  of Diuidittg Arrro,mmicnl Inrlrrmmenls, preface iii-iv 

(London 1767). 
(87) Ibid., preface v. 
(88) Ibid., preface v-vi. 
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* A t  a Board of Longitude, held at the Admiralty on the loth of January, 1767, 
it war required of me to describe my method of dividing Astronomical Instruments, 
snd the said description to be delivered at a subsequent Board, to be held on the 
14th of March following. D (89) 

37. He gave the following description of his tools : 

* The reqtridtes for the performonce of this work me as follow. A scale of equal 
ports, by which thr Radiur mqv be measured to 0,001 of an inch, must be provided. 
M y  scale is go iftcher long, eoch inch divided into lo, ratigrrour to wl~ulnch ore traiur 
divisions, via. lo,= itrclrer divided i t~to  iw  equal parts, rhewiwg o,mr of on inch; 
m d  by the orsirtame of o mognifyng glmr, of one inch focal lmgth, o third of o,wx 
,nay be token off by ertimatim~. 

Provide five Beam Comporrer, to which tnognifying glnrsrr, of not more fhon orre 
inch far01 length, should be applied. Let the longest beom be ruqciatt to draw Nie 
A r u ,  and meawre the Roditu : T/te zd to meonwr the Chord of @:40' : The 3d 
to measure the Chord of 30' : The 4th loO:zo' : The 5th qD:qo' : Atrd if o 6th. to 
memre r p ,  be mode are of, $0 tntrch the better .... s (go) 

38. The care with which BIRD worked is well illustrated by 
his own description of the 8-foot quadrant for the Royal Observa- 
tory, which reads thus : 

, , .  . . 
a The Radius of fhc Arc of go0, at the points, = 95,938 inches.,from which the 

follouring nnrnbm were cotnprrted, m'z. 49,6615 inches = Chord of 30° - 25,0498 
hrchrr = Chord bf 15O - 17,679047 inches = Chord of 10°:20' - 7,81186 inches = 
Chord of q0:40' 2nd 69,80318 inches = Chord of qz"40' Havirtg drawn the rmsrol 
Arcs, between which the diw'dmu were to be cut, the Rodiur attd the lmgtlrr of the 
above Chords ,were token by the beam Cornposses, which, together with the Scale, 
werr laid t a p m  the Quadrant, where they remained till the next morning; during 
which time the door of the room wac kept locked. Bejom the run-& I tnenrured 
the Radius, which repired mne  ronection; the Beam being of while fir, and the 
Scole of brass, which probably rmrborted, while the Beam remaitted urtolmcd : 
The other B u m  Compasses also required correction. D (91) 

39. BIRD said that his arc of 96 was divided into three equal 
parts, like the go0 arc, and that each third contained 512 divisions, 
which gave 16 in each 96th part of the whole arc. (92) 

40. Having learned by experience that the greatest difficulty 
in laying off the principal points, especially when this took several 
hours, was caused by the expansion or contraction of the instrument 

(89) Ibid., 1 .  

(go) Ibid., z.  
(91) Ibid., 2-3. 
(92) Ibid., 5. 
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to be divided, occasioned by the increasing or decreasing heat 
of the sun, BIRD contrived to lay them off in the least possible 
time before any expansion or contraction could take place. Three 
or four persons in the room might have the same effect as the heat 
of the sun, so BIRD only admitted one as an assistant. Nor did 
he allow a fire in the room until the principal points were laid. 
By having all the chords computed and measured the evening 
before they were to be laid off, he could in a few minutes accomplish 
what by trial would require some hours. T o  exercise further 
caution, he advised that the principal points be laid off before 
sunrise or on a cloudy morning. (93) 

41. The Method of Constructing Mural Quadrants was published 
the year after the treatise on dividing instruments, namely, in 

T H E  

M E T H O D  
1 0 F 
! 

i GnflruAing M U  R A  L Q U A D R A N T S .  , 

... 
E X E H P L I W E D  . 

, , ~ ~ ; r ~ c f ~ i i ~ ~ i o n  o i t h < B h ~ r t  M V R ~ L  QUID~ANT 
in  the goyrl Obicrralory ar'Greenwich. 

Dy Mr. 1.0 H N B I R D, 
M A T H E M A T I C A L  I N S T R U M E N T - M A K E R  

in ihc STIAND. 

Fro. 3 .  The title page of BIRD'S tract on constructing mural quadrants, a 40 of 
z7 pages. By courtesy of the Bibliotheque National5 Paris. 
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1768. I t  has one preface, written by MASKELYNE, and identical 
word for word with the preface by the same astronomer to the 
first tract except for the substitution in place of the last paragraph 
of a statement that the first tract had been published, and the 
addition of the following paragraph : 

"Mr. Bird, in further pursuance of his engagements, hnving since delivered 
to the Commissioners three other plates, intituled No I, z. 3, with a written paper, 
containing an  explanation of the said plates, and an aceount of his method of 
constructing Mural Quadrants. exemplified by a descri~tion of the B r a s  Mural 
Quadrant in the Royal 0bserktory;the ~o&misione;s have ordered this also 
to be published, which forms one work with the Method of Dividing, published 
before. An exact Model of the Brass Mural Arc in the Royal ~brervatory, 
to half the size, has been also provided by Mr. Bird, and is now deposited, by 
order of the Commissioners of Longitude, in the British-Musaeum.. (94) 

42. I n  the first paragraph of the book BIRD tells how he started 
to work at Greenwich, and how he came to the conslusion that 
brass should be used in place of iron when forging quadrants. 
He expresses himself thus : 

.In the year 1748. I was informed by the late Dr. Bradlev. that a~d ica t ion  . . 
had been made for a new Mural Quadrant, to be fixed to the west side of the pier 
in the Royal Observatory, in order take [sic] ohrervationr to the North; that he 
had great hopes of success, and therefore desrred that I would consider how 
to prevent a fault whieh he had found in the old Quadrant; which was, that it 
had altered its figure by its own weight, so as  to render the whole Arc r6" less 
than a Quadrant or go0. Accordingly, I made myself fully acquainted with the 
general construction of the old Quadrant, which was executed under the direction 
of the late Mr. Graham, and found the general plan, though little taken notice 
of at that time, to he such, as. I think, will he a lasting testimony of his great 
skill in mechanics. The reason of the alteration by its own weight, seems to be 
a defect in the manner of fastening the several parts together, probably owing 
to the cocks, and plates for that purpose, being of iron, which could not be forged 
in that advantageous shape, whieh I afterwards contrived to give to those that were 
cast of brass, Tor the new Quadrant; an order for the making of whieh, I received 
in  February ,749. a (95) 

43. The plates were drawn with unusual care and in great 
detail. Plate I shows the brass structure of the quadrant. BIRD 
tells why GRAHAM used 6 cocks cemented into the pier, and 

(94) Blm, I . ,  The Method of Constracling MaralQtmdronlr, preface vi (London 
r?h8>. -, .~,~ 

(95) Ibid., 7-8. 
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why he himself did not do this in the instruments which he made 
after the Greenwich quadrant. His argument was as follows : 

' I t  is next to impossible to make the arch of a Quadrant so true a plane, as 
not to draw, in some places, the Telescope out of the plane of the Meridian; 
though this does not sensibly affect the pbservations, with regard to the Altitude, 
or Zenith distance, Mr. Graham thought proper to provide a remedy by cementing 
six cocks into the pier; those cocks having eaeh two screws, whieh point towards 
eaeh other, and receive between them other cocks, screwed to the inside of the 
perpendicular arch : by easing one screw, and screwing up the other, the limb 
of the Quadrant may he pushed towards or from the face of the pier, ar occasion 
requires, which may be easily known by a Tranrit Instrument placed in the 
Meridian; far the difference in the times of a Transit shewn by the Tranrit Instru- 
ment and the Quadrant shews the error of the latter. 

I t  was the intention of Dr. Bradley to put the old Quadrant and the new, in each 
other's place, after two or three years observations to the North with the new 
one; I was therefore obliged to make the new Quadrant of the same radius with 
the old, and in every respFct to fit,& place. I have mentioned above, that the 
eoeks to reduce the plane of the arch to the Meridian, are cemented into the pier : 
these afterwards gave nie a great d,eal of trouble, that I was, at first, not aware 
of; for it was not withod the utmmt difficulty that the Quadrant could be hung 
upon the pins; which difficulty was wholly occasioned by these cocks being in 
the way: I therefore, in all the Mural Quadrants which I have since executed, 
made t h d  in the following manner. Let xy represent the famof  the pier, pz 
two sections of a plug made fast in. the pier with melted lead, vv two sections 
of the cock screwed to that plug, and K section of the arch and cock, which 
falls i n  between the screws above mentioned : .... Thae being fixed on the 
outside of the perpendicular arch (op  the inridqof the instruments in the Royal 
Observatory) require the plugs with their cocks.on the outside also : they may 
be taken away and replaced at pleasure, by which means all interruption from 
them is prevented. D (96) 

44. The second plate pictures the front of the quadrant in a 
vertical position. 

45. Plate I11 represents the telescope of the instrument with 
all its apparatus and is described in ten parts, each part represented 
by a separate figure. Concerning the bracing of the telescope, 
BIRD wrote : 

n The  late Dr. Bradley, Astronomer Royal, at  the time when I made this inrtru- 
ment, was very desirous of having the Telescope to perform its office without 
bracing; 1 therefore hammered the tube extremely hard, and made the trial, but 
without success; it was therefore braced, in imitation of the Telescope of the old 
Quadrant. n (97) 

(96) Ibid., lo-11. The  letters in the quotation refer to Brno's plate. 
(97) Jbid., 15.  
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He believed a counterpoise necessary, and therefore wrote : 

I The Telescope of a large Mural Quadrant would scarce be manageable without 
a counterpoise, to keep i t  at rest in all parts of the arch ... This counterpoise 
performs two parts; i t  does not only balance the Telescope, but the crank also, 
which lies on one side of the Telescope when perpendiculnr to the horizon : this 
is done by putting the brass socket, through which the iron arm goes, above 
the middle of the lead, which may be cast three or four pounds heavier than 
is necessary, to  balance the Telescope, and then may be cut away, from that 
end which requires it. D (98) 

46. After the telescope was fastened to the quadrant, BRADLEY 
noticed that when the eye-end of the telescope was brought down 
to 00 the cylinder bore all the weight, so BIRD contrived a method 
by which in all positions of the telescope the cylinder at the center 
would never bear more or less than half its weight. (99) BIRD 
described how he placed the wires in the reticule. (100) 

47. His mechanical description of the instruments is followed 
by a history of the Greenwich quadrant, which reads as follows : 

a On the 16th of February 1750, the Quidrant abbve described was suspended 
upon the west side pf the pier i n t h e  Ro)al-0bservatorj;'snd in June following 
was ready for observation. I n  th. beginnirig of:thc year 1753 Dr. Bradley 
acquaint=d me, that he was fully resblved to h a d  the twd'Quadr!ants put in each 
other's place, in the f6llowing s&nrner, being satisfied with ;he  observations, 
which he had taken to the north: with the new one; 611t'before this movement' 
was effected, it would be proper to try if the Quidrant'retained its true figure, 
having bcen in a vertical position near three years. Accordingly an apparatus 
for that purpose war provided, and about the latter end of January, the same 
year, the trial was made by Dr. Bradley, who found the whole Arc, to be two 
seconds less than a Quadrant : I also tried it and found it to be one second and 
a half less than s Quadrant. From hence we concluded, that as the deviation 
from a true Quadrant was so extremely small, the error lay in our trials, rather 
than in thc instrument. However thc doctor still remained unsatisfied, and was 
desirous of knowing if the Telescope described the same arc that was shewn by 
the divisions : a very simple apparatus (ror), which I shall describe, was prepared, - ~ 

and the trial made by Dr. Bradley, who found the Telescope, when set to the 
90th degree, to shew the whole Are, to be three quartcrs of a second greater than 
a Quadrant, and by my trial half a second, gfeater thana Quadrant. Thir astonish- 
ing agreement is scarce to be believed, hut the truth of it will, I hope, be confirmed, 
whcnever Dr. Bradley's papers are referred to inspection. 

(98) Ibid., 16. 
(99) Ibid., 18-19. 
(roo) Jbid., 19-20. 
(lo,) By this apparatus both the Telescope and Are are at once examined. 

(BIRD'S footnote on page 23.) 
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In  July 1753 I took down the old Quadrant, put s new set of divisions upon 
it, and put the new Quadrant in the place of thc old, and the old one in the place 
of the new. 

On the 28th of July 1759 thc new Quadrant was again examined by Dr. Bradley 
and myself, when we found the whole Arc to he exactly 900. The  1 s t  examination 
was in vely hot weather, and the first in very cold; so that it is evident, that neither 
hot nor cold weather, nor the weight of the instrument, have any material effect 
upon its figure. u (laz) 

48. BIRD ends his paper with a rather extravagant statement 
in  praise of his instrument and its general construction, saying 
that if properly used it  would last for many ages without diminish- 
ing in  value. (103) He closed the paper by stating that the most 
critical examination of an instrument occurs in the very process 
of dividing it, and he recommended relying on the arch of 96 
divisions rather than the 900 arch when computing from 
observations taken with the Greenwich quadrant. (104) 

49. He died March 31, 1776 at the age of 67, (105) probably 
in  London. 

(102) BIRD, J., Method of Cowlnrcting Mural Qrcodrantr, 23-24 
(TO?) Ibid.. 26. " , . -. 
(104) Ibid.. 27. 
(105) Gent. Mop.. XLVI. 192, and Additional M. S. q778 of the British Museum. . .. - .  . . . . 

a volume of Muso~~vds obituary, by letter fromH. Imrs B a i ;  Keeper of the 
M S .  
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